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Task 2: glider data processing chain
An operational glider data processing system is a common goal among international glider projects 
such as EGO/GROOM. 

The result of previous work in TMOOS and SOCIB was an initial prototype of glider toolbox used 
to process Slocum glider data in real time.

This processing chain has been refactored to make it a flexible operational tool, ready to be 
deployed. Currently close to the end of the testing stage, its release is planned during 2013.

The main improvements are:

• flexibility to connect to any deployment database (see metadata subtask 2.1).

• support to retrieve files from multiple base stations (dockservers).

• improved Slocum raw data acquisition and loading (see Slocum data subtask 2.3).

• extended available derivations and corrections (see processing issues subtask 2.5).

• allowed whole configuration of every processing stage (raw data retrieval, storage and 
loading options; preprocessing and processing parameters for derivations, corrections, 
interpolations and filtering; customizable standard NetCDF product output...).

• two separated working modes for real time and delayed time are provided.

Subtask 2.1: read Slocum data

Slocum gliders register data in binary files encoded in a propietary binary format (dbd), and a set of 
programs provided by the manufacturer had been commonly used to decode and merge these data 
and load them.



However severe problems affecting real time raw data loading exist, caused by a defect (missing 
feature) of the Slocum programs provided by Webb Research.

The new chain includes a set of tools to deal (load and merge) natively with Slocum data in text 
format, and hence does not depend anymore on the offending programs (except from the decoder).

Subtask 2.2: read Seaglider data

Support for Seaglider data processing had been in mind during the refactoring.

Pending features are real time file retrieval and data loading. They are planned for early 2013.

Subtask 2.3: generate glider NetCDF file

The standard format for glider NetCDF data products is not properly established yet.

Three products are provided by the processing tool:

• L0: raw/preprocessed glider data, as it comes from the glider, except for some unit 
conversions in reference variables.

• L1: processed glider data, sequences of data from raw measurements along the glider 
trajectory, possibly interpolated, filtered and/or with applied conversions or corrections. 
Also, new time series derived from existing ones.

• L2: postprocessed glider data, L1 data interpolated to produce regular homogeneous vertical 
instantaneous profiles at selected locations along the glider trajectory.

The desired format the resulting NetCDF file may be achieved through configuration. As an 
example, the NetCDF files for SOCIB's Slocum glider deployments have been produced based on 
standard conventions for other kind of instruments or data at SOCIB, which are closely inline with 
the format drafted in EGO/GROOM Glider User Manual.

Subtask 2.4: manage metadata

No standard convention of glider deployment metadata is properly established yet.

The IMEDEA/SOCIBe glider fleet has been added to SOCIB's Instrumentation application, and 
deployment metadata is registered there. The stored metadata is in accordance with the guidelines 
currently drafted in EGO/GROOM Glider Data User Manual.

The new processing chain can retrieve any desired deployment metadata from virtually any 
database. As an example, it has been successfully connected to SOCIB's Instrumentation 
application.

Parameter metadata may be set in configuration.

Task 3: real-time glider data QC
Defining standard quality control procedures for glider data is still a work in progress, and there are 
very little references available.

At SOCIB only very preliminary control quality tests were applied to glider data by the previous 
processing version, and there is a strong interest for collaboration in this topic during 2013.

Task 9: data organization and distribution
Real time tracking NetCDF products are available at SOCIB's public catalog both for Slocum and 



Seaglider.

Real time processing NetCDF products from the legacy processing chain are available on the public 
catalog.

Delayed time and real time NetCDF products from new processing chain are in testing stage in a 
private archive. They will be moved to the public catalog (provided there is a general agreement 
that  they  are  good enough),  replacing  the  legacy ones,  and making the  catalog  structure  more 
uniform and easier to browse.

Raw data source files and any other outputs and figures produced by the processing chain, are 
stored in a well defined private archive (configurable).

A well defined private archive of glider deployment snapshots has been designed and is maintained 
by the glider team.

The glider facility web page shows a map of current deployments and a table of all deployments 
providing links to tracking data products.

Glider deployments have been integrated in SOCIB's deployment client application, a viewer for 
both  active  and past  deployments  that  shows their  trajectories  and figures  from real  time data 
processing, and provides links to the NetCDF tracking products.

Links to both real time and delayed time processing NetCDF from the new products might be added 
to the web page, and also to the web viewer, in early 2013.

Appendix: processing issues

Processing issue 1: sampling time issues

Since the Slocum gliders use two boards with independent clocks and do not seem to provide a 
measure of the synchronization accuracy (manufacturer's merging function assumes synchronized 
clocks), the processing functions has been improved to allow the use of the best board time or 
sensor time available in the raw data independently.

Processing issue 2: phases and phases numbers (cast identification)

There is no well established convention about how to do it. The task is assigned in the 
EGO/GROOM project and planned for 2013 (output format is drafted).

The legacy processing was able to identify only valid CTD casts. In the new version, casts are 
identified  from the  best  pressure  or  depth  sequence  available.  Independently,  each  cast  can  be 
checked to be a valid cast  for a selected kind of data (deep enough and with desired variables 
properly sampled).

The  cast  identification  in  Slocum  seems  to  be  suboptimal  due  to  fast  varying  pressure/depth 
readings (noise or drifting artifacts). Even though the posterior validation makes the problem not so 
relevant, some improvement will be desirable.

Processing issue 3: thermal lag RTQC test that flag as probably bad 
these data

There is no well established convention about what to signal as bad data yet. The task is assigned in 
the EGO/GROOM project and planned for 2013.



Processing issue 4: correction of data affected by thermal lag

There is no well established convention about how to correct these data yet, nor about the expected 
accuracy of the correction. The task is assigned in the EGO/GROOM project and planned for 2013.

A version is available for unpumped CTDs, needing to assert if results are good enough. The 
correction method provided in the legacy chain contained several (minor) bugs that had been 
corrected. It has been also improved with optional graphical output and optimization options.

A simplified version for pumped CTDs (mounted on Slocum G2 gliders) is planned (easier situation 
because of constant flow speed).

Processing issue 5: unit conversion of oxygen measurements

It has been proposed to convert oxygen observations (MOLAR_DOXY) to micromole/kg (DOXY) 
as done on Argo floats. This conversion is not applied now. It is not clear if it is actually needed.

Processing issue 6: sea water current estimations

Slocum gliders provide this data (actually mean segment current) and is included in output NetCDF 
products. If this data is actually needed and not provided by Seaglider instruments, a method to 
compute it from navigation errors might be developed.

Appendix: contributions to data management process steps
Since gliders are a relatively recent technology in the field of operational oceanography, the 
development of a glider processing toolbox have been part of a wider effort to establish a set of well 
defined glider data management and operation procedures. This effort comprised relevant 
contributions related to some of the components of the data management process:

• Platform Management and Communication
An operational glider data processing system is a common ingoing goal in the international 
glider community. A prototype version developed in TMOOS and SOCIB used to process 
Slocum glider data interactively has been refactored to make it a flexible operational tool, 
ready to be deployed, with the following features (some of them in testing stage):
◦ flexibility to connect to any glider deployment information database.
◦ support to retrieve files from multiple remote base stations.
◦ improved Slocum raw data acquisition and loading
◦ support for Seaglider raw data acquisition and loading (under development).
◦ extended available derivations and corrections
◦ allowed whole configuration of every processing stage
◦ two separated working modes for real time and delayed time are provided.

• Quality Control Assurance
Only very preliminary control quality tests were applied to glider data by the previous 
processing version, and SOCIB is closely following the definition of the standard quality 
control procedures for glider data, which is major topic in the international community. 
Current proposals are under evaluation and the processing toolbox has been designed to 
allow their adoption easily when they become available.

• Metadata Aggregation
IMEDEA/SOCIB glider fleet has been added to SOCIB's Instrumentation application, and 
deployment metadata is registered there. The stored metadata is in accordance with the 



guidelines currently drafted in EGO/GROOM Glider Data User Manual. The new 
processing chain can retrieve any desired deployment metadata from virtually any database, 
and parameter metadata may be set in configuration. This metadata is included in the self-
describing glider data products generated by the toolbox.

• Data Archive
A well defined private archive of glider deployment snapshots has been designed and is 
maintained by the glider team. Raw data source files and any other outputs and figures 
produced by the processing chain, are stored in a well defined private archive 
(configurable). Finally three standard data products with different processing levels are 
stored in NetCDF format in SOCIB’s catalog:
◦ L0: raw/preprocessed glider data, as it comes from the glider, except for some unit 

conversions in reference coordinate variables.
◦ L1: processed glider data, sequences of data from raw measurements along the glider 

trajectory, possibly interpolated, filtered and/or with applied conversions or corrections. 
Also, new time series derived from existing ones.

◦ L2: postprocessed glider data, L1 data interpolated to produce regular homogeneous 
vertical instantaneous profiles at selected locations along the glider trajectory.

• Data Search and Discovery
The glider facility web page shows a map of current deployments and a table of all the 
deployments providing links to data products. Both active and completed glider 
deployments may also found in the deployment client application DAPP, which provides 
links to tracking data products too.

• Data Policy and Distribution
Free and free of charge public access to both real time and delayed time glider data is 
provided through SOCIB public THREDDS catalog and its companion services. Real time 
tracking NetCDF products are available at SOCIB's public catalog for both Slocum and 
Seaglider data, and a migration process to upgrade the real time processing NetCDF 
products from the legacy chain to both the real and delayed time ones from the new 
processing chain is ongoing.

• Data viewing
Glider deployments have been integrated in the deployment client application DAPP, a 
viewer for both active and past deployments that shows their trajectories and figures from 
real time data processing, and provides links to the data products.
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